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The Mission, The Men, And Me:
Lessons From A Former Delta Force
Commander

As a commander of Delta Force - the most elite counter terrorist organization in the world - Pete
Blaber took part in some of the most dangerous, controversial, and significant military and political
events of our time. Now he takes his intimate knowledge of warfare - and the heart, mind, and spirit
it takes to win - and moves his focus from the combat zone to civilian life. As the smoke clears from
exciting stories about never-before-revealed top-secret missions that were executed all over the
globe, listeners will emerge wiser, more capable, and more ready for life's personal victories than
they ever thought possible.
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When the dust has finally settled from our involvement in combat in Iraq and Afghanistan, one of the
engagements that I believe will occupy the time of many prognosticators for generations to come
will be "Operation Anaconda" that took place in the Shahi Khot Valley of Afghanistan in the winter of
2002.Several fine books have already been written describing what happened during those fateful
hours in the frigid February and March air high in the mountains near the Pakistan border. Sean
Naylor gives a gripping account of his part of the story in "Not a Good Day to Die." (See below for
the link to my review from February, 2007.)Nate Self's recent book, "Two Wars" (to be reviewed
here soon) adds another important perspective on what happened in Afghanistan and beyond.Pete
Blaber, the Delta Force commander who was in charge of the AFO (Advanced Force Operations)
involved in Operation Anaconda, has written a compelling book that is a welcome addition to the
ongoing dialogue about what we can all learn from the events of those days. Adding valuable insight

into this engagement, Blaber's book also takes a broad look at lessons he has learned along the
way that are practical and applicable not just to military operations but to any situations that
presents leadership challenges.The title of the book, "Mission, the Men, and Me - Lessons from a
Former Delta Force Commander ," refers to the three priorities and three questions that Blaber set
for himself in making decisions in the heat of battle: "What is best for the Mission; what is best for
my men; what is best for me?" Any leader would be well served to adapt these priorities at decisive
moments in responding to challenges and opportunities.

This excellent book is really about how to thrive out on the edge of a high-risk, high-profile career.
It's not a book for armchair experts or backseat drivers of whatever stripe, because one of Blaber's
key teachings is how to circumvent the kibbutzers and second-guessers in positions of authority,
ignore their distractions and overcome their interference, and accomplish the mission.In fact, while
it's a great title, the equation of the "mission", his "men" and himself "me" gives the misleading
impression that Blaber may be a bit of a prima donna. In fact, the "Mission, Men and Me" framework
is applied whenever Blaber is being pressured by a senior commander to take an action that Blaber
is convinced will result in damage to the mission or needless harm to his men. When forced into
these dilemmas, if the only consideration is his personal or career interests, than Blaber always puts
"Me" at risk to assure the best outcome for the Mission and his Men.The realism of the book can be
conveyed by observing that Blaber needs to apply the Mission, Men and Me framework fairly
frequently!The book, which is officially divided into Parts One - Four, is thematically structured into
three sections:(1) The first section is a series of very helpful lessons and mental frameworks for
handling intense, stressful and complex situations. Blaber has benefited from the kind of resources
the US Government can afford to pour into its best and brightest, and an unbelievable amount of
cutting edge cognitive, psychological, sociological, and other areas of research have been reduced
to practical learnings and made available to the operators of Delta Force, and Blaber makes them
available to readers of this book.
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